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The main point of the paper is focus on the management of infrastructures. 
According to the various functions requirements of governments’ infrastructure 
project, formulate the functions of the Management Information System should been 
set up. Researches about the Management Information System will be discussed in 
these aspects below: 
1. Introduce and analyze the background of Management Information System of 
governments’ infrastructure project, and do a selective analysis of the current research 
situation of the system in China and overseas. Then according the problems and 
defects of the Management Information System for governments’ infrastructure 
project, try to find out a feasible solution to make up the system more perfect.    
2. Introduce the technology required to accomplish the Management 
Information System of governments’ infrastructure project detailed. Then make a 
systematic comparison among various relevant technologies and list all the 
advantages and disadvantages of them. According the discussion above, a 
Management Information System is chosen, which combines the characteristics of 
Chinese governments’ infrastructure projects, based on the ASP.NET technology, use 
main structure of MVC design and store the project data in Sql Server Database. 
3. Introduce the model and progress of the design of the Management 
Information System detailed. Analyze the system’s requirements by the research of 
this paper, and summarize those requirements into two main aspects which the 
Management Information System should achieve: investment control and progress 
control. 
4. Describe the design requirements and principles of the Management 
Information System, which should be easy to operate and have preferable adaptability, 
flexibility, consistency and integrality，also should be reliable and have considerable 
economic benefits. Base on the specific requirements of this system, the paper 
expound the process of the design detailed. Including design of database, define 
various kinds of basic data tables. Achieve the functions of some subsystems, such as 

















hand in and export projects’ investment plans, manage the contract information and 
record the whole plan’s progress, manage the progress of project, export the 
information about the progress of project and so on. 
5. In the end, introduce the achievements of the research, be familiar with the 
principles, methods, operations of the Management Information System ,which during 
its sections as requirements analysis, system design, database design and functions 
achievements. Deepen the realization of the management of system and governments’ 
infrastructure projects, which can be applied to management of investment budget, 
management of projects’ progress. At the same time, this paper also presents the 
problems and defects of the system which need to improve and do more researches. 
The Management Information System designed in this paper has been test the stability 
of its performances, and meet the requirement. In addition, this functions and 
capacities of the Management Information System is limited, which only can been 
applied into some simple governments’ infrastructure projects, while the system used 
for large-scale governments’ infrastructure projects which are complicated and 
comprehensive need develop more functions and collect more information. 
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第二, 本文对系统进行了概要设计。系统概要设计主要采取了基于 MVC 架
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